Thesis work consultation - subject

Thesis work consultation (subject)

This subject must be taken up by the students in the subject selection period. Courses are allocated to the responsible teacher of the given program, one code for each course. After choosing the topic online students are removed to the courses of the internal advisors in Neptun system.

Students are obliged to consult their internal advisors at least 6 times during one semester from among which one should be personal consultation.

The earliest possible date for preparing the thesis and taking up subjects is in the semester indicated in the sample curriculum.

Conditions of successfully completing the subject

MSc/MA courses

- thesis work consultation I.
  a compilation of at least 36,000 characters (with space, about 20 pages) in relation to the thesis following the guidelines provided by the internal advisor.

- professional seminar II.
  or at least a 90,000 character long compilation (with space, about 50 pages) in relation to the thesis following the guidelines provided by the internal advisor.
  or handing in the thesis.
  Students may choose from the two options.

If the student receives
a) „signature denied entry” or
b) „fail” mark
then the subject must be taken up again in a later semester.

If the student hands in the related document necessary to successfully complete the course and not the thesis itself, then the document must be sent to his/her internal advisor. The deadline for this is the same as for the handing in of theses.

Evaluation
The internal advisor either signs the successful completion of the subject and evaluates the student on a three or five grade scale (depending on the subject) or denies signature.

Students successfully completing the subject but not handing in a thesis are allowed to hand in their thesis in a later semester according to the guidelines of registration.